Projector at walmart

Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn
more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from
our chosen links. The best cheap projectors are an amazing way to elevate your viewing
experience without dumping tons of money into a new TV. Some of these models definitely
stretch the definition of cheap but offer a sizeable collection of features that make them a
worthwhile investment like autofocus or built-in speakers. Perhaps your first consideration
when looking at a new projector is the available resolution, if you're watching conventional
DVDs or looking at slideshows, p or lower is fine. However, if you're watching Blu-ray movies or
streaming content, you'll want something closer to p if you can manage it. Another key
consideration when buying a new projector is where you'll be using it. Any projector you plan to
use outside should preferably have a brightness of lumens or higher. However, if you're using
the projector in a closed environment like your living room, you'll want to pay attention to
screen sizes that your projector can display based on the space you have available. One final
thing to bear in mind is what types of connections you'll be using. If you're planning on showing
off photos, you'll want an SD Card slot that allows you to show files without the need for a
cable. And while the majority of these projectors have both USB and HDMI ports, a couple of
our entries include both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity, which allows them to stream online
content or from nearby devices. We like that the Leisure 3 is incredibly small and compact, at
under eight inches in length and 2. Despite its small size, it packs a huge punch, projecting
clearly and brightly even on large screens. It packs a sleek, stylish design in black and silver,
but it also shines by offering rich, bold colors, powered by a long-lasting LED bulb. This
projector has a range of useful tech features as wellâ€”you can stream content directly from
your phone, connect via Bluetooth, or stream content via Wi-Fi. The NeoPix offers built-in
speakers, but, like many affordable projectors, the sound quality can be lacking. Designed for
professional use, the V provides 3, lumens of light to create crystal-clear images, even in
brightly-lit boardrooms. You can easily adjust the formatting and size, with the projector
offering a projected image size of 80 to up to inches. Note that the weight, at 5. Users report that
the fan noise can sometimes be an issue, so try to set up the V away from meeting attendees if
you find this bothersome. Despite its small size, it still offers clear visuals and up to six hours of
battery life, giving plenty of time for movies or presentations. Its short-throw lens gives you up
to inches of viewable images at a maximum throw distance of 4. Rated for up to 15, hours of
use, the lamp provides 3, lumens of brightness so you can get clear images even in bright
environments. It impresses with its compatibility as well, since you can directly insert and
stream USB and SD cards, smartphones, and video game consoles. In addition to full 3D
support, the PSX benefits from ViewSonic's proprietary SuperColor technology, which uses a
six-segment color wheel and dynamic lamp controls so you can adjust the color saturation and
contrast to your preferences. You can also pair this projector with ViewSonic's Interactive
Whiteboard module for hands-on classroom learning and more engaging presentations, a great
feature for teachers. Using a projector to watch videos on your phone or play games gives you
a much bigger field of view than your small phone screen, which is easier on your eyes. The T21
is compatible with both iOS and Android devices and connects to your smartphone with a USB
cord so you can stream your favorite movies and shows without the need for an internet
connection. The LED lamp is rated for 50, hours of use and gives you a viewing area up to
inches. The built-in Hi-Fi speakers and fan noise suppression system give you clear sound so
you can stream media without distractions. The Kodak Luma is a compact, pocket-sized
projector from one of the most well-known brands in the camera and projector space. The Luma
boasts a lumen brightness LED lamp and it has an x resolution. It's a short-throw projector, so it
doesn't need much space in order to project an image, and you can use it for just about
everything from office presentations to a living room setup. It also features a built-in speaker
and simple controls. It's capable of SVGA resolution x , which is enough to handle displaying
graphics, images, videos, and other content. It supports 3, lumens of color and white
brightness, allowing for clarity and brightness even in well-lit rooms. That may not suit homes
or compact spaces, but it's perfect for a large conference room or boardroom. The VS also
supports all manner of devices and connectivity options. Outdoor movie night and camping
trips couldn't be more fun with the Anker Nebula Capsule Max. This mini projector, in a neat
cylindrical shape, is no bigger than a soda can, making it the perfect accompaniment for your
next camping adventure. Use it to enjoy movies under the stars, thanks to plenty of battery
lifeâ€”users can enjoy up to four hours of watch time and a full charge in as little as 2. The
Capsule Max runs on the Android 8. Plus, we love its innovation when it comes to design and
portability. It casts accurate and bright projections, no matter what size of room, and is both
compact and lightweight. Katie Dundas is a freelance journalist and contributing writer to
Lifewire. She has been covering tech for over two years and loves the look of the Anker Nebula

Capsule Max for traveling and camping. The throw distance is how much space you need
between the projector and the screen or wall to display a certain size image. Standard or
long-throw projectors require a minimum of 6 feet between the projector and screen to project
images of 80 inches or more. Short-throw projectors, on the other hand, can project a inch
image at a distance of only 4 or 5 feet. This will help with the entire projector setup process. For
starters, you might want a larger screen for those truly immersive experiences, or you might
want something that you can easily move or take outside. Simply deciding to buy a projector
over a TV, however, is only step one. There are a ton of projectors to choose from, and they all
offer slightly different features. If the price is a major concern, don't worry. When it comes to
cheap projectors, there are plenty of options that will provide a quality viewing
experienceâ€”which is why we put together this guide. So keep reading to get the full scoop on
what to look for when shopping for a projector. There are three main types, and they all display
an image slightly differently. But it's good to know your options before you start your search.
DLP, or Digital Light Processing projectors, basically project an image through a series of tiny
mirrors that tilt either towards or away from the light source to create light or dark pixels on the
screen. Single-chip DLP projectors are the most common type of projector and offer the
sharpest image you can find on consumer projectors. Single-chip DLP projectors use a color
wheel that quickly rotates between primary colors to produce an image. In general, DLP
projectors offer sharp images with little lag. Liquid Crystal on Silicon projectors offer a
completely different take on projection. These projectors essentially shine light through a panel
to create an image. Light in an LCoS projector is reflected off of three individual panels, and the
light from those panels is then combined to produce the image. Because of the way LCoS
projectors reflect light, they produce the deepest blacks with the highest contrast ratio. Any
larger and the projector will struggle to produce enough light to create an immersive image.
While brightness refers to the amount of light being produced, that light can be produced by a
number of different sources. As mentioned, the lamp is the most common light source for
projectors, and there are a few reasons for that. For starters, the lamp is the most affordable
option on the list. Projector lamps have been manufactured for some time now and are
replaceable, so if and when the lamp eventually fails, it can be replaced. Generally, projector
bulbs last between 3, and 4, hours, although the rated time should be listed on a projector's
spec-sheet. Lamps are relatively bright, but not the brightest option. So if brightness is a
concern you may want to look into laser projectors instead. Laser projectors also offer
generally better contrast than lamp projectors, meaning that blacks are a little deeper and
darker, and whites are a little brighterâ€”ultimately making for a more realistic image. Finally,
laser projectors are more energy-efficient than lamp projectors. The trade-off? Laser projectors
are much more expensive than lamp ones, so the advantages may not be worth it unless you
really have the cash to spare. Last but not least is the LED projector, which offers a few
advantages over lamp projectors. For starters, the bulbs used in LED projectors have a much
longer lifespan, often coming in at up to 20, hours of use. For these reasons, LED light sources
are often found in miniature pico projectors. The main trade-off of LED projectors is that they
have a limited brightness. In the end, the type of projector you choose may not matter as much
as some of the other features on offer. If you're looking for a cheap projector, you may not have
much of a choice in the type of projector you choose. You likely will, however, be able to
choose a projector based on things like the number of inputs it has or how bright the projector
is. If you plan on projecting close to the screen or wall and in dark environments, then
brightness may not matter as much, but for those who want an even moderately versatile
projector, brightness will be important. The higher the number of lumens, the brighter the
projector is. So what does that mean? Well, for a home projector that will be used in dark
environments, you might be able to get away with as little as 1, lumens. Brighter projectors,
however, will be much more suited to environments with some ambient light. For basic use, we
recommend something close to the 1,lumen range. The contrast ratio is essentially a
measurement of the brightness between black and white. The higher the contrast ratio, the
deeper the darks and the brighter the whites. The contrast ratio is especially important for home
projectors. In darkened rooms, the contrast will be more noticeable than it would be in rooms
with a lot of light, which often mutes contrast. There are also different types of contrast ratio to
consider. We recommend a contrast ratio of at least 1,, though many projectors will boast a
higher figure. That higher figure normally comes with a higher price. Just like TVs,
smartphones, and computer monitors, projectors also display images in pixelsâ€”and more
pixels is pretty much always better. Because of that, we recommend finding one with the
highest resolution possible in your price range. Instead, they can zoom in and out a little to
accommodate a range of distances. The lens zoom essentially allows you to adjust the size of
the image within reason , meaning that a great projector can be useful for smaller TV-sized

projections, or much larger projections when needed. The bigger the lens zoom, the bigger you
can make an image. Keystone correction basically allows you to manually distort an image so
that it appears square on a surface despite being projected on an angle. Lens shift addresses
the same issue, but it does so a little better. It basically adjusts the angle of the lens instead of
digitally altering the image, as keystone correction does. The advantage to this is that lens shift
retains the full resolution of the image, resulting in a better image than keystone correction.
Unfortunately, lens shift is really only found on high-end projectorsâ€”so you may just have to
deal with keystone correction with your budget projector. There are a few types of inputs and
outputs commonly used on projectors. HDMI ports can also be found on computers, and there
are plenty of adapters for connecting a phone to an HDMI port, making it easy to connect your
devices for playback. DVI is used on many computers, though not often on laptops. Composite
splits up a signal into one video connector, which is yellow, and two audio connectors for left
and right channels. Wi-Fi connections are usually used in conjunction with an app, or
sometimes smart projectors simply stream content from the internet. Smart projectors do
exactly what you think they would do: connect to the internet and stream content directly. Many
of them run Android, essentially allowing you to download apps for services such as Netflix and
Hulu, and apps to connect to other devices. There are a few advantages to this. The main
disadvantage is that a smart projector might be more expensive, or it might put wireless
connectivity over image quality. Make sure you check on image quality before you buy. Of
course, even if you opt for a smart projector, we still recommend making sure the projector has
at least one HDMI port, just for those situations in which the Wi-Fi is down or too slow to work
properly. Projectors come in a range of sizes. Smaller projectors are easy to carry and fit nicely
inside a small bag, but the trade-off is that they often sacrifice quality and brightness for their
size. On the other end of the spectrum are super large projectors, which might have all the
latest and greatest projecting tech, but probably need to be permanently mounted considering
their size. These projectors sacrifice portabilityâ€”so if you're looking to take one to meetings
or on outdoor adventures, you'll probably want to check weight and dimensions. There are
plenty that fall in the middle of the spectrum and offer decent quality and some portability.
These days, just like you can enjoy 3D content in the movies, you can also get it in your home
theater. As you can see, there's a huge selection and many factors to consider when buying a
projector. Resolution and contrast ratio can also be important, as they specifically relate to
image quality. But for the average person who simply wants to watch movies every now and
then, these specs should be more than fine. As with anything, a cheap projector might not
always meet your needs. Best Products Audio Katie Dundas. Katie Dundas is a writer with an
affinity for cameras, drones, and fitness tech. Updated on February 23, Tweet Share Email. The
Rundown. Best Overall:. Runner Up, Best Overall:. Best for Presentations:. Best Compact:. Best
Short Throw:. Best for Phones:. Best Portable:. Best for Work:. Best Outdoor Projector:. Our
Picks. The Ultimate Projector Buying Guide. Best Overall: Vankyo Leisure 3. What We Like
Super compact and portable Impressive presentation quality, even in large spaces Fan noise
suppression. Vankyo Leisure 3 Review. Best for Presentations: Epson V The 6 Best Outdoor
Projectors of What We Like Impressive 3, lumens of brightness Whiteboard compatible Large
viewing area at short throw distance. Best for Phones: TopVision T Buy on Amazon Buy on
EBay. What We Like Chic, modern design will appeal to teens Ultra short-throw Supports
numerous connectivity options. What We Don't Like Short battery life. The 9 Best Projector
Screens of What We Like Download streaming apps directly to the projector Tinyâ€”this
cylinder-sized projector is the size of a soda can Wired and wireless play. The 9 Best Mini
Projectors of FAQs How much does a projector cost? How many lumens do I need in a
projector? What is the throw ratio on a projector? Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us
know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for
signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. Loading, please wait Free 2-Day
Shipping. Same Day Delivery. Projectors and Screens. Try our dedicated shopping experience.
Sound Bars. Portable Video. Streaming Devices. TV Wall Mounts. TV Accessories. Surge
Protectors. HDMI Cables. Home Theater Systems. Fixed Frame Projector Screens. Projector
Controls. All Deals. Include out of stock. Sort by bestselling. Intuitive slideshow controls.
Includes red laser pointer. Plug-and-play wireless receiver. Wireless range: up to 50 feet 15
meters. Miroir Micro Projector M75 Miroir. Pocket design - Weighs just 10oz. Up to 50" screen
â€” perfect for small groups in dark spaces HDMI connectivity Built-in battery - Up to 2 hours of
projecting on battery power. Overall rating 4. Sold and shipped by antonline. Optical Zoom: 1.
ISM Maximum Frequency: 2. Sold and shipped by Monoprice. Features a black aluminum frame,
that keeps the screen taut in both dimensions. Fixed screens provides a perfectly tensioned
wrinkle free surface. HD White Fabric, Inch Wall mounting hardware included. Maximum Focal
Length: Maximum Focal Length: 7. Country of Origin: China. Weight Approximate : 2. Sold and

shipped by Wasserstein. Choose options. You can even mount it on a portable included tripod,
which is a great tool to travel with. You can easily connect your smartphone, iPad, laptop, PC,
flash disk, memory stick and PS4 to the mini projector. Overall rating 5 out of 5 stars with 20
reviews. Related searches. Restrictions apply. Pricing, promotions and availability may vary by
location and at Target. The latest on our store health and safety plans. Watch the Super Bowl LV
on a brand new projector this year. If you were in the market for a great projector deal , this is it.
Shop the Vankyo Leisure Wireless Projector now at its low price while stocks last. The Vankyo
Leisure Wireless Projector projects all your entertainment in clear Full HD resolution, allowing
you to have a highly immersive visual experience. Watch all your favorite movies, TV shows,
sports events, and home videos on this high res projector. Easily share your screen from any
Android or IOS device so you can enjoy not just your favorite movies and TV shows but also
project all your favorite photos and relive happy memories with your family and friends. What
better way to enjoy the Super Bowl than to watch it under the stars! The Vankyo Wireless Mini
Projector features an advanced in-built cooling system. Never have your projector heat up or
get noisy, no matter how many hours you use it for. Connect all your favorite gaming consoles
to this wireless projector and have a game night like no other. Stocks tend to run out extremely
fast. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we
choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the
products and deals in this post may be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to check that they
are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends may earn commission on products
purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. The best cheap
Fitbit alternatives for workouts. Best cheap Beats headphone deals. Best cheap Bose
headphone deals. Best cheap Peloton alternative deals for February Best cheap Nest
Thermostat deals for February Best cheap Dyson vaccum and fan deals for February Best
cheap coffee maker deals for February Keurig, Ninja, Breville, and more. Buy Now. This Full HD
projector has a brightness of 80 ANSI lumens, which makes it best for a darker room, and
supports a contrast ratio. Enjoy sharpness, smoothness, and accurate color with a large screen
size of up to inches. All it takes is an HDMI adapter to stream content directly from your
smartphone. This projector is also compatible with video game systems. And with this inch
projector screen, you can easily install a huge screen and just as easily fold it away,
crease-free. It features a degree viewing angle, a aspect ratio, and a smooth surface that
enhances the image quality. Buy Now We strive to help our readers find the best deals on
quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The
prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change
at anytime. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends
may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we
do for our readers. Best cheap Beats headphone deals. Best cheap Bose headphone deals. Best
cheap Peloton alternative deals for February Best cheap Nest Thermostat deals for February
Best cheap Dyson vaccum and fan deals for February Best cheap coffee maker deals for
February Keurig, Ninja, Breville, and more. Watch the Super Bowl in cinematic quality with a
new projector. There are not that many projector deals as good as this so you need to act fast.
Before you know it, this must-have product might run out of stock. The Fangor Bluetooth
Projector offers all your videos and home entertainment in Full HD resolution with high
brightness levels, giving you a cinema-like atmosphere right at home. Invite all your friends and
family and have a fun, socially distanced night this Super Bowl with the Fangor Bluetooth
Projector. It even has an extended lamp life of over 50, hours so not only is this projector
durable, but it will also give you high-quality video for years on end. It also projects up to
inches, bigger than most other protectors in a similar price range. Project your favorite movies,
home videos, sports games, or even your favorite video games on this must-have projector. The
Fangor Bluetooth Projector even has a large port selection. This projector will easily be
compatible with all your gaming con
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soles oandTV so feel free to project anything in your home theater. Buy it now while stocks last
and watch the Super Bowl on this projector. Game night will never be more fun. Shop the
Fangor Bluetooth Projector today! We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality
products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices,
details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change at
anytime. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends
may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we

do for our readers. Best cheap projector deals for January Best cheap Beats headphone deals.
Best cheap Bose headphone deals. Best cheap Peloton alternative deals for February Best
cheap Nest Thermostat deals for February Best cheap Dyson vaccum and fan deals for
February Best cheap coffee maker deals for February Keurig, Ninja, Breville, and more.

